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Introduction
Long glistening strands of slippery saliva slowly drizzled down from one pretty mouth to another. If you
are one of the people who believe 'spit is it' then Spit Swappers is the best site you'll find.

Adult Review
Spit Swappers is a sex site focused on a specific niche audience with a particular fetish for drool, spit and all that comes with
it! The content on Spit Swappers is 100% exclusive to the site and will not be found anywhere else.
  
  There are a variety of scenes with some of the biggest names in the industry and some very fresh new faces as well. Some
scenes are slow romantic mood-setting pieces of art and others are energetic often campy stunts that involve step-ladders,
straws and all kinds of other props and tricks.
  
  Spit Swappers contain hardcore sexual content but stays away from penetration because in truth the spit is the star of the
show. The entire site is dedicated to foreplay between two girls. None of the scenes are interrupted by the presence of any
male actors and the girls seem much more at ease because of that fact.
  
  The content updates frequently and is shot with top quality lighting and filming equipment. The hi-res picture sets included
for each scene and unusually creative writing that accompanies each video set make the site particularly dial-up friendly. All
of the scenes on Spit Swappers are also available in a variety of formats including broadband friendly large size 720x540
which provides the kind of detail that makes this site well worth watching.
  
  If spit is your thing then this site alone is well worth the price of membership, but even if this niche doesn't strike a
particular nerve in you it is still a welcome addition to the group of Extreme Network sites which are all included for the
same single membership price. Take a look at the long list of Included Sites on the right side of this review to see the other
great titles you get just for signing-up!

Porn Summary
The Tongue can guarantee you that if messy saliva swapping gets you off, there is not a better site than Spit Swappers
anywhere in the world today to scratch the itch you often feel in the back of her throat!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'If you love saliva this site will make you drool'
Quality: 98  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 90
Support: 100 Unique: 100    Taste: 91        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Sophia (92) ,Blowjob Races (87) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,Extreme Holly (82) ,ExtremeGirlNetwork
(81) ,Blowjob Races (76) ,CumChallenge (70) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Lesbian, PornStars, Spitting

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 2 Days for $5.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
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Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 61
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